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“Stalactites” are formed when mineral laden water drips from the
-
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This of course assumes that the

The Cave is made of a natural limestone called galena dolomite. Our limestone formed during the Ordovician Period,

4

fossil of a giant cephalopod, a relative of the squid. ...The
Cave was formed within limestone, a sedimentary rock
formed from compacted seashells and other marine sediments. ...During the Ordovician Period, warm shallow seas

Did You Watch Me Create The Earth?

Devotion: God asks 87 questions in Job chapters 38-41. Most of
question as, “Did you watch me create the earth so that you know
how I did it?”

unprovable assumptions which an evolutionist uses in making these statements. Evolutionists assume

6
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Evolutionists start with countless unproven presuppositions. These
unproven starting assumptions require that creation be rejected.

demolishing the evolutionary geologic column and completely revising the dating of fossils and rocks. Evolutionists assume that
seashells and other marine sediments slowly accumulated on the
tastrophe. Evolutionists assume that easily eroded limestone has
away.

on the basis of unproven a priori assumptions.

17 The Propaganda of Steven Jay Gould
If anyone should know the evidence for evolution, it should be
arguments were not only philosophically illogical but contrary to the
available evidence and his own writing.

If any of these unproven assumptions are wrong,
tionists are invalid.
MSB
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Think about the many unprovable assumptions which an evolutionist uses in determining the age of a cave. If any of these unprovmade by evolutionists are invalid.
https://www.caveofthemounds.
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Unless otherwise noted, all Scripture quotations are taken from the Holman Chris-

Did You Watch Me
Create the Earth?

How Old Is That Cave?
Have

Where were you when I established the earth? Tell Me,
supports its foundations? Or who laid its cornerstone while the
water slowly dripped out of that pipe’s open end into a crawl space in our

inches.

farther; your proud waves stop here”? Don’t you know? You were
already born; you have lived so long! (Job 38:4-10, 21)

Evolutionists are well aware that stalactites and stalagmites can
they assume deep time (see Assumptions of Evolutionists1
conclude that stalactites in caves form very slowly. To reach this conclusion, they assume that conditions for stalactite and stalagmite formation
have remained similar to today’s conditions for the past tens and even
assume the dripping

since God asked these questions to
appropriate for us today. Our Creator asks each of us: “Who planned
the size of the earth, the seas, and
each content?
Who implemented that plan?” Of course the answer
is the Creator God did these things.

assume
They also assume
centuries following such a cataclysm. Based on these assumptions and

tion as, “Did you watch me create the earth so that you know how I did
it?” God mocks those who dare to question their Creator, “Tell Me, if you
have understanding. … Certainly you know! … Don’t you know? You

Mounds National Natural Landmark, located in Blue Mounds Wisconsin.

1 Mark Bergemann, Assumptions of Evolutionists,
www.LutheranScience.org/2017fall
4
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make the earth.”
its consequences reach much farther. The punctuational
view implies, among other things, that evolution is often

that most large-scale evolutionary trends are not produced

Evolutionists assume there is no creator god, then they craft a stoator god. Evolutionists use many unproven presuppositions to guide their
origins story. They assume
assume

the net result of many rapid steps of evolution, not all of

of origins shows that there is no creator god, that there was no planetary

reproduction does not prevail in the world for the reasons
assumed those things to be true before they
began writing their story.

So as we have seen, before Gould suggested that transitions in evolutionary history were as discernible as the months
of the year, it was well known this wasn’t true. In fact, the situation was so bad that Gould had previously worked to explain
away the gaps.

Conclusion
Gould’s arguments are masterful works of propaganda that are intended to deceive people into believing in
evolution when, in fact, Gould’s arguments are frail. All
guments are, is to read what they write —which is what I
have done with Gould.
theran Science Institute. He is a member of St. John Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Watertown WI.
The New Evolutionary Timetable (New York: Basic Books,
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How arrogant to question God. Evolutionists know that there is
assume

far more than we will ever know, that God has far more wisdom and power
than we can even comprehend. God is the one and only Creator of everything and the Lord of all. Those of us who trust in that Creator God as our

We Pray
Lord, grant me a growing trust in you. Impress on me that you
know more than I know, and that you use your great power and wisdom for
accepts what you say even when my reason cannot comprehend it.
Amen
MSB
Did You Watch Me?

5

Join the
Lutheran Science Institute

lems in the whole history of life: is the sudden appearance
…a phenomenon of evolution or of the record only, due to

tations (large scale mutations) are normally harmful, producing what he
called “monsters.” However, now and then a macromutation might result

Free
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structural transitions can occur rapidly without a smooth series of intermediate steps.” Gould suggests, instead, that these large changes can happen
The result

www.LutheranScience.org/Join

-

evolution is in:
humans, horses, and many other animals is that evolution
has occurred episodically. Most change has taken place

Those without internet access: Write to
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tuational model, while the contrasting traditional view
-

Please consider supporting LSI
in every way you are able.

modern life on Earth. There is good evidence that certain
distinctive living species of animals have formed since
the dawning of modern civilization in the Middle East.
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The punctuational model might appear to represent a
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added to an original calendar of ten months.”

Gould’s 3rd Evidence: Continuity of The Fossil Record

Assumptions Guide Science
Unproven

found in the fossil record.” Gould is arguing for the continuity of the fossil record displayed in the same way our calendar months are continuous.
However, Gould knows this is not true.
Punctuated Equilibrium, quotes himself and Eldredge as sug-

Professor Boehlke and several of his Wisconsin Lutheran College students wrote in the periodical, Zygon: Journal Of Religion and Science,
Presuppositions play into every aspect of science. … Pre-

have continued to seek for over a century and almost always in vain, the
servation are used to test and retest nature. However, data

for evolutionary theory to “confront the phenomenon of evolutionary nonchange.” Gould quotes George Gaylord Simpson, whom Gould says is
th
centuOrigin
of the Species, that:

into the entire thought framework. Science cannot claim to
1

great many sequences of two or a few temporally interspecies appear without known intermediate ancestors,
and really, perfectly complete sequences of numerous

Atheistic
conceived ideas.” This is the world-famous Crick, who along with Watson

SUPPOSITIONS ON THE TABLE: WHY THE FOUNDATIONS MATTER.

Hen’s Teeth
, Punctuated Equilibrium

The Soul

The Structure of Evolutionary Theory.
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Pointing out the assumptions of
evolutionists is a strong and solid
argument, one which should remain strong for decades to come.
Assumptions Guide Evolution Theory

rangements of mud, build
preserve
superintend the protoss out
more convinced that wind, water, and erosion could produce that mud hut
or would you feel that I had cleverly smuggled in words into my apologuess is you would say I smuggled in those words, and you should think
the same of Gould.

Evolutionists start with countless unproven presuppositions. These

unproven a priori assumptions.

Pointing out the Assumptions of Evolutionists
Pointing out the assumptions of evolutionists is a strong and solid argument, one which should remain strong for decades to come.
If an assumption is wrong, then all conclusions based on that assumption are invalid. Pointing out these assumptions is relatively easy.
ist. Why not make the easy and solid argument of pointing out assump-

All you have to do,
frail
most evolutionists’
arguments are, is to

However, let’s assume that evolutionists were united in claiming
that defects in life were evidence that an undirected process produced life.
They would have to refute the overwhelming evidence that animals have
sciences. In Jonathan Sarfati’s By Design
-

their “no creator” assumption, is a powerful and easy to make argument.
The “no creator” assumption is imposed on every conclusion which evo-

show that the dolphin’s “click” pattern is mathematically designed to give
to decide where to go. These facts, and many more, are consistent with
intelligent design divine creation and not unintelligent evolution.

assumption: No Creator
The evolution story is written using science alone. The use of other
a god, that god could do miracles. Miracles are not natural causes. There8

This is a design aircraft designers can learn from. Dolphins use echoloca-

Assumptions of Evolutionists

Gould later argues, rather sloppily, that “The principle of imperBy Design
Propaganda of Gould
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the tracks of past history. And past history —the evidence
of descent —is the mark of evolution.

This works very well in creating our modern technological world. We do
not take miracles into account while designing airplanes and cell phones.

There is a philosophical problem with Gould’s approach.
Although evolutionists at times argue that defects in biological systems are evidence for evolution, they often argue the opposite: That
nature appears craftily designed in a way that could support claims
of divine design.

when considering origins. The assumption of natural causes means that if
something is the result of a miracle, then science will never understand its
origin. So if there is a creator god who made the universe, science alone
-

Famous evolutionist Richard Dawkins tried to demonstrate that
gesting that a computer program simulating monkeys typing on a keyof computer program did he use to demonstrate this? Of course, it was
a program which knew the target phrase, and then kept each randomly
generated phrase that most closely matched the target. Dawkins is, in essence, smuggling design and intention into his argument against divine design and intention. Gould himself falls to this temptation when he writes,
The essence of Darwinism lies in a single phrase: natuchange. No one denies that natural selection will play a

construct without a creator god. If God really did create everything as he
reveals in Scripture, then evolution is wrong, since evolution rejects that
possibility regardless of the evidence.3

to philosophical naturalism that entirely eliminates God. …
One is the presupposition that all natural events must have

at the heart of this is that some assume that matter and enthey would question their sanity. … Presuppositions need
-

each stage the advantageous part in a random spectrum of

force suddenly produces a new species, fully formed in
pristine perfection.
Assume that I argued that wind, water, and erosion could produce
a mud hut and told you that these natural processes create the correct arvideo presentation: Mark Bergemann, “Did God Use Evolution To Create?” Presented to the Metro-Milwaukee Pastors’ Conference meeting at Nain Lutheran
www.LutheranScience.org/Did-

Hen’s Teeth
The Blind Watchmaker
Panda’s Thumb
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If these comments were not enough, three years later James
Gleick, writing for the New York Times, quotes Gould as saying “We’re
the application of naturalism to all forms of knowledge and
or whatever —we are what we are.’’

Evolutionists:

Gould often departs from his Dar-

Gould still remains a staunch defender of evolution.

—assume
—propose

Given these limits, a skeptic of Darwinism, like me, could and
should ask how evolutionists can argue for unlimited naturalistic change.

assumption: No Flood
Evolutionists assume

-

wrong conclusions. The entire geologic column with its hundreds of milhundred million years,” he remarks.18
written.

assumption: Deep Time
Evolutionists assume
is assumed
cesses to accumulate large changes. Evolutionists assume that the very
St. Helens, which deposited layered sediment and then cut large canyons
through that sediment in a few months. The assumption of slow processes
-

This is the standard evolutionist way of fooling us. They
cite minor changes nature can make, proclaim it as evolution,
extrapolate those changes beyond what they show is possible,
and then proclaim that unlimited evolution is true.

Gould’s 2nd Evidence: Imperfections of Nature
Gould’s second argument rests on the imperfections of nature.
The second argument —that the imperfections of nature
reveal evolution —strikes many people as ironic, for they
-

them. Evolutionists assume
natural processes produced what we see today, without violating physics,

The New York Times (No-

zine.html.
18 Richard Dawkins, The Greatest Show on Earth (New York: Free Press,

10
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Greenland Ice Dating

plants do not live under natural conditions has allowed

assume that the middle and lower layers in the Greenland ice sheet have
zoologist Bernhard Rensch has provided a long list of authorities who
Author Michael Denton quotes world-famous evolutionist Ernst Mayr
as saying that “The proponents of the synthetic theory maintain that all
and species.” Despite that, Mayr says, there are some evolutionists who
facts.

paper-thin. Evolutionists interpret the data to match their assumptions:
They force their calculations so that the thickness of each “measured” anassumed thickness for that
layer. If the ice actually accumulated over the few thousand years since
assume
tions. If there was much heavier snowfall in the past, say for the century
old due to that factor too. Meteorologist Michael Oard writes (italics in
original),

Gould seems to understand these limits. He says that “few systems

ever, for instance, convert an adult rhinoceros or a mosquito into someanimals have happened. To show the vanity of such a search for transitions, Gould quotes classical scholar D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson as
saying,

forward deduction. The annual layers, indeed, show up
well near the top of the ice sheet. However, the situation
sheet. Essentially, the uniformitarian scientists must make
sheet in order to determine the annual layers. …They assume
isted for many millions of years. ...They think the amount

of “transforming” a helicoid into an ellipsoid, or a circle
into a frequency curve. So it is with the forms of animals.
into the ocean. Because of their assumptions, uniformitardeformation. …Nature proceeds from one type to anothis to seek in vain, forever.
Evolution: A Theory in Crisis (Bethesda, Maryland: Ad-

their assumptions is that the amount of annual layer comhow old
one believes the ice to be
for millions of years, the annual layers would, theoretically,

The Panda’s Thumb
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the creationist model during the Ice Age, the annual layers
This demonstrates
present average annual layer thickness.
part of the animal may have unforeseen negative consequences that do not

Rock Layer and Canyon Dating
evolutionists to assume earth’s sedimentary and volcanic rock layers were
deposited over hundreds of millions of years. The evolution story assumes
canyons are cut through these rock layers over additional long ages. Yet
-

Ernst Mayr was “considered one of the world’s leading evolutioncentury.’”11
a resistance to change, which Mayr calls “genetic homeostasis.” Mayr

Up to date reports are on the AnDr. Snelling reports that large canyons formed
of the Grand Canyon (technically known as gully-headed

frequent correlated response of one-sided selection is a drop in general

path, similar to the meandering path of the Grand Canyon
through the high plateaus of northern Arizona. Indeed, this
“Little Grand Canyon of the Toutle River” is a one-fortieth scale model of the real Grand Canyon. This amazing

Evolutionist Jeremy Rifkin quotes two evolutionists, Loren Eiseley and Douglas Scott Falconer, who also say there are limits to the evolutionary change nature can achieve.
-

ditions, and only the fact that domesticated animals and

https://answersingenesis.org/environmental-science/ice-age/do-ice-cores-show-many-tens-of-thousands-of-years/
Journal

www.LutheranScience.org/2009AgeEarthPart1

Mount St. Helens

12
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Darwin Retried: an appeal to reason (Boston: The HarAlgeny
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-

avalanche cut through lava and ash layers to form a third
es, geologists assume creeks cut the surrounding canyons
very slowly over a very long time period. Yet at Mount St.
8

-

Oort Cloud
Assumptions of “no creator” and “deep time” have led evolutionists to
invent the Oort Cloud. Evolutionists assume
though they claim zero evidence for it. Evolutionists know that comets
ing into a planet or moon. Since evolutionists assume the solar system is

8

assume there are
are sent toward the inner solar system. There is zero evidence for this Oort

whether it does or doesn’t is in keeping with a young earth.

rated other performances that were not under selection: the so-called neg-

Similarities

scent, not from common design.

meaning that increasing one part of an animal may cause failure of another

Icons of Evolution: Science or Myth?: Why Much of What
We Teach About Evolution is Wrong
Natural Selection: Empirical Studies in the Wild,
Chapter Eight,
.
Textbook Animal Breeding and
Genetics for BSc students, Centre for Genetic Resources The Netherlands and
net: https://wiki.groenkennisnet.nl/display/TAB/
20

assumption: Chemicals Self-Assembled Into Life
Evolutionists assume
into life, yet they have no idea how that could happen. Life spontaneously

-

Propaganda of Gould

8 Snelling.
Assumptions of Evolutionists

13

-

thermore, the sense of the passage is that a great many

We do not know the process that transformed a mishmash of
pathway from nonlife to life as Charles Darwin was when
-

of men, with all their wide variety of physical characteris-

assumption: Common Descent
Evolutionists assume all animals and plants descended from a comassumed

work.

The evolutionist way of fooling us
a result of natural physical causes (the “no creator” assumption). Evolu-

idence which equally supports creation. There is strong evidence against
the assumption of common descent, including the reality that intelligence
is needed to create new information in DNA, and that fossils show distinct
Evolution’s Tree of Life

then proclaim unlimited evolution is true.

is limited. Regarding the moths Gould cites, Jonathan Wells calls these
one of many “icons of evolution” that don’t demonstrate the truth of evo-

assumption: Mutations Lead to New Kinds
Evolutionists assume
information in DNA, and with many generations of accumulated new information in its DNA, a new kind of animal is produced. Yet new genetic
dark-colored moths, and evidence has accumulated that peppered moths
do not normally rest on tree trunks. Following the passage of anti-pollund

14
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when industrial soot darkened the trees upon which the
moths rest.
In response to this argument, creationists, Gould says, have “tightHowever, I have never seen any evidence that creationists have made such

claimed inst
es would never lead to a new kind of animal. See Natural Selection (Fall

assumption: DNA from Natural Causes
The evolution story assumes that natural causes can produce the information contained in DNA and the mechanisms needed to read and use
that information, even though producing information requires intelligence.
See Code Systems Evidence a Creator and Declare the Glory of God (Win-

at least ten years prior to Gould’s statement says,

and physiological characteristics. That is to say, when the
plants and animals appeared upon the earth the individuals

Instead of questioning the science of evolution, question the unproven assumptions
which direct and constrain that science.

of their form, structure, and internal chemistry from the

assumption: Everlasting Soft Tissue
-

assume
cells from dead dinosaurs and other creatures can survive for hundreds of
-

the same kind as their parents.

same thing,

Evolutionists
-

min
transform itself into another “kind.” There is certainly no
thought here of an evolutionary continuity of all forms of
Hen’s Teeth and Horses Toes
Lammerts, ed.,

18

(Creation Research Society,

Propaganda of Gould

to the Evolutionary Timescale. Answers In Genesis. Retrieved from

Assumptions of Evolutionists

-
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The Propaganda
of Steven Jay Gould

assumption: Gas Molecules Self-Assembled Into Stars
Evolutionists assume hydrogen gas molecules pulled together under
trary to the laws of physics. If gas is compacted, it heats up, and that
would push the gas molecules apart due to the gas laws of physics. Evo-

hope to one
means of overcoming the gas laws is found, it does not mean that the stars
formed that way.

American Association for the Advancement of Science.1 If anyone should

Your Creation Apologetic

Discover

Pointing out the assumptions of evolutionists is a powerful
this tool. Start with the “no creator” assumption. If needed,
tions. Instead of questioning the science of evolution, question
the unproven assumptions which direct and constrain that science.

Gould’s 1st Evidence: Microevolution

Mark Bergemann is a retired electrical engineer with a B.S. from
UW-Milwaukee. He serves as president of the Lutheran Science Institute,
and as a Martin Luther College adjunct instructor, teaching the online
course Creation Apologetics 101. He is a member of Good Shepherd’s
Evangelical Lutheran Church in West Allis, Wisconsin.

-

1

.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_American_Association_for_
the_Advancement_of_Science
pared to the macroevolution needed to power evolution. Changes in the color of
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